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Canis simensis Rüppell, 1835
Ethiopian Wolf

Canis simensis Rüppell, 1835:39. Type locality “in der Bergen von Simen” [Ethiopia, ca. 13°15’N, 38°00’E].
Canis simus Gervais, 1855:58. Type locality “Abysinnia.”
Canis or Vulpes simiensis Heuglin, 1862:245. Type locality “Djibara und Eisregion” [13°28’N, 38°30’E, Semien Mountains, Ethiopia, 3,000 m, Yalden et al., 1980].
Canis simiensis Heuglin, 1862:245. Emendation of simiensis Rüppell.
Simiens simus Gray, 1868:494. Type locality “Abysinia.”
Vulpes cirisius Erlanger and Neumann, 1900:486. Type locality “Hausach-Gebiet, Schau” [central highlands of Addis Ababa, Shoa Region].

CONTEXT AND CONTENT. Order Carnivora, Infracorder Canoidea, Family Canidae, Subfamily Caninae (Woermann, 1989). Genus Canis contains seven species, although the validity of C. rufus has been questioned (Clutton-Brock et al., 1976; Ever, 1973; Wayne, 1995). Two subspecies are currently recognized based on skull structure (Yalden et al., 1980:178) as follows:

C. s. simiensis (Rüppell, 1835:39), see above (walgié Heuglin, simiensis Heuglin, walgié Heuglin and Vulpes cirisius are synonyms).
C. s. ciri (de Beaufé, 1922:25), see above.

DIAGNOSIS. Canis simensis (Fig. 1) is the largest member of the genus in Africa. It is distinguishable from jackals (C. aureus, C. mesomelas, C. adustus) by its larger size, relatively longer legs, distinctive reddish coat, and white underparts, throat, chest, and tail markings (Gottelli and Sillero-Zubiri, 1990, 1992; Morris and Malcolm, 1977). C. simiensis has an elongated skull with a slender elongate nose (Fig. 2) (Gray, 1868). The facial length (sensu Driesch, 1976) is 58% of the total skull length. The skull is very flat in profile, with only a shallow angle between frontals and nasals (Heuglin, 1863). The neurocranium is low and narrow, thick, and almost cylindrical (Heuglin, 1863). Its width is 30% of the total skull length. The interparietal crest is slightly developed (Clutton-Brock et al., 1976), and the coronal ridge is linear. The teeth, especially the premolars, are small and widely spaced. The sharply pointed canines average 19 mm long (14 to 22 mm), and the carnassials (P4 and m1) are relatively small (Clutton-Brock et al., 1976).

GENERAL CHARACTERS. Canis simensis has long legs and an elongate muzzle, resembling a North American coyote (Canis latrans) in conformation and size (Morris and Malcolm, 1977). Rüppell (1835) compared it to a large German shepherd dog. The pelage of the dorsal and flank regions is soft and short. The overall color is tawny rufous (ochre to rusty red), with a dense whitish to pale ginger underfur. The throat, chest, and underparts are white. There is a distinctive white band around the ventral part of the neck; the inner aspect of the limbs is white. The boundary between the red coat and the white markings is sharp and well defined. The face, the upper part of the slender muzzle, and the dorsal surface of the ears are red. The ears are broad and pointed, and directed forward. They are thickly fringed with long white hairs growing inward from the edge, whereas the inside of the pinnae is almost naked. The palate, gums, and naked borders of the lips are entirely black. The lips, chin, throat, a small spot on the cheeks, and ascending crescent below the eyes are white; there is a small ochre strip on the chin. The tail is furry; the anterior part is white underneath. The area around the anus is white. The rufous color of the coat continues in a short strip down the back of the tail, becoming a black strip connecting to a thick black brush of guard hairs that have black tips (Heuglin, 1863). There is no dark patch marking the supracaudal gland (in litt.).

Male Ethiopian wolves are significantly larger than females, as in other species of Canis. In specimens from the Bale Mountains, males were 20% larger than females in body mass. Adult males had a mass of 14.2–19.3 kg, mean 16.2 (n = 18), and females 11.2–14.15 kg, mean 12.8 kg (n = 8). Eleven-month-old (yearling) males had a mass of 12.1–14.4 kg, mean 13.35 (n = 4), and females 11.1–11.8 kg, mean 11.42 (n = 3). Six-month-old male had a mass of 7.6–10 kg, mean 8.9 (n = 10), and females 6.1–9.2 kg, mean 7.7 (n = 8) (Gottelli and Sillero-Zubiri, 1990; in litt.).

The mean and range of measurements (mm) of 18 adult males trapped in the Bale Mountains were: length of head and body, 963 (926–1,012); length of tail, 311 (290–396); heart girth, 517 (476–558); shoulder height, 593 (573–620); length of hindfoot, 199 (193–209); length of ear, 108 (100–119). Measurements of eight females from the same region were: length of head and body, 919 (841–960); length of tail, 287 (270–297); heart girth, 470 (454–596); shoulder height 544 (530–567); length of hindfoot, 187 (178–198); length of ear, 104 (95–110). Measurements of males were significantly larger than those of females (t-test, P < 0.05) for all measurements except ear length. Female dimensions averaged 7% smaller (Gottelli and Sillero-Zubiri, 1990; in litt.).

Mean and range of skull measurements (mm) for skulls of adult C. s. ciri (n = 22) from the Bale Mountains were: condylobasal length, 186.9 (180–190); greatest length of skull, 200.5 (191–210); greatest breadth of neurocranium, 60.2 (57.4–62.4); least interorbital breadth, 33.2 (30.5–35.8); least skull breadth (postorbital constriction), 36.5 (32.6–40.5); ungual breadth, 101.7 (97–106); length of mandible, 150.4 (141–159); length of mandibular cheektooth row, 79.2 (76–83.4). The neurocranial capacity of five skulls, 104 cc (96–111) (in litt.). Methods of taking skull measurements follow Driesch (1976).

DISTRIBUTION. Canis simensis is endemic to Ethiopia (Fig. 3), where it is one of several species of mammals restricted to Afro-alpine grasslands and heathlands (Yalden and Largen, 1992). The species is confined to six or seven mountain ranges of the

Fig. 1. Adult male Canis simensis from Bale Mountains, Ethiopia. Photo by C. Sillero-Zubiri.
Ethiopian highlands, at altitudes of 3,000 to 4,400 m (Gottelli and Sillero-Zubiri, 1990, 1992; Morris and Malcolm, 1977; Sillero-Zubiri and Gottelli, 1991a; Yalden et al., 1980). There are no recent records of the species at altitudes below 3,000 m, although specimens were collected at 2,500 m from Gojam and northwestern Shoa at the beginning of the century (Hilzheimer, 1908; Maydon, 1925; Powell-Cotton, 1902). Its range likely was restricted altitudinally by increasing agricultural pressure (Yalden et al., 1980).

Remnant populations of *C. s. simensis* occur in the Simien Mountains, Mount Guna, Mahal Meda/Menz and Gosh Meda/Ankober, all north of the Rift Valley. *C. s. simensis* populations were reported elsewhere until early this century, e.g., on the Gojam plateau (Powell-Cotton, 1902; Maydon, 1932); northwestern Shoa,

**FIG. 2.** Dorsal, ventral, and lateral views of cranium, and lateral view of the mandible of *Canis simensis citernii*, male BMNP 1199, from Bale Mountains. Greatest length of cranium is 209 mm. Photographs by T. Dennett.

**FIG. 3.** Geographic distribution of *Canis simensis* in Ethiopia. Open circles indicate records prior to 1925 (Yalden et al., 1980). Question marks indicate uncertain or unconfirmed records. Numbers refer to discrete populations as compiled by Gottelli and Sillero-Zubiri (1992), with a description of the species size: 1, Simien Mountains, 680 km², 35–90; 2, Mount Guna, 110 km², 10–20; 3, Mahal Meda/Menz, 66 km², 10–20; 4, Gosh Meda/Ankober, 46 km², 10–15; 5, Mount Chilalo/Ticho, 318 km², 30–50; 6, Mount Kaka, 110 km², 15–20; 7, Somkaro/Korduro Mountains, 155 km², 25–35; 8, Bale Mountains National Park, 1,209 km², 205–270.

(Erlanger and Neumann, 1900; Hilzheimer, 1908; Neumann, 1902; southern Gonder and Wollo (Heuglin, 1863, 1868, 1877). There is no evidence that it ever occurred in Eritrea (Coetsee, 1977). With the possible exception of the Wollo highlands, the populations mentioned here are now extinct. Ethiopian wolves have been observed regularly in Simien since they were first described (Bailey, 1932; Brown, 1964a; Heuglin, 1868; Maydon, 1925; Nicol, 1971; Powell-Cotton, 1902), although by 1938 they had decreased such that they required protection (Harper, 1945).

*C. s. citernii* is found to the southeast of the Rift Valley in Chilalo, Ticho, and Mount Kaka in Arski, and in Somkaro and the Bale Mountains. Reports of small populations in Chercher and North Sidamo (Halteneroth and Diller, 1980) may be in error. With probably fewer than 500 individuals surviving (Gottelli and Sillero-Zubiri, 1992), this distinctive carnivore is considered the rarest canid in the world and is listed as ‘endangered’ (Ginsberg and Macdonald, 1990). More than half the species’ population live in the Bale Mountains National Park. There is no fossil record of *C. simensis*.

**FORM AND FUNCTION.** The guard hairs are short and the underfur is thick, providing protection at temperatures as low as −15°C. The molt occurs at the end of the wet season (August–October). There is no evident seasonal variation in coat color, but the contrast of white markings against the red coat increases with age and social rank in both sexes. The female's coat generally is
paler than the male’s; during breeding and pregnancy, the coat turns pale yellow and becomes woolly, and the tail turns brownish, and much more bushy than in the young. There are eight to ten hairs, of which often only six are functional (Gottelli and Siller-Uribe, 1990; in litt.).

The front foot has five toes, including a short one with a dew claw proximal to the other four; the hind foot has four toes. The limb posture is digitigrade. The legs are strikingly long and slender, seemingly suitable for coursing in open country. The dental formula is $1 \cdot 3/3, p 4/4, m 2/3, t 0/2, g 3/3$; m3 occasionally is absent (in litt.).

**ONTOGNOSY AND REPRODUCTION.** The only information available on the reproductive habits of these animals comes from four years of observations of nine wild packs in the Bale Mountains (Gottelli and Siller-Uribe, 1990; Siller-Uribe, 1994). The dominant female of each pack gives birth once a year between October and January (Gottelli and Siller-Uribe, 1990). Gestation lasts about 60 to 62 days. Young are born with their eyes closed and without teeth, in a den dug by the female in open ground under a boulder or inside a rocky crevice. Five and six placental scars were counted in the uteri of two females. A 7-week-old uniform litter was composed of three female and two male fetuses, averaging 121.8 g. A 10-day-old female pup had a mass of 650 g. The natal coat is charcoal gray with a buff patch on the chest and inguinal regions. Two to six young emerge from the den after 3 weeks. At this time, the dark markings of the pelage typical of the young begin to emerge. Young are regularly shifted between dens, up to 1,300 m apart. In 8 out of 18 natal dens watched, a subordinate female assisted the mother in suckling the young. At least 50% of extra nursing females showed signs of pregnancy and may have lost or deserted their own offspring before joining the den of the dominant female (Siller-Uribe, 1994).

Development of the young is divisible into three stages: (1) early nesting (week 1–4), when the young are entirely dependent on milk; (2) mixed nutritional dependency (week 5–10), when milk is supplemented by solid foods regurgitated by all pack members until young are completely weaned; and (3) postweaning dependency (week 10 to 6 months), when the young subsist almost entirely on solid foods supplied by helpers. Adults have been observed providing food to juveniles up to one year old. Juveniles will join adults in patrols as early as 6 months of age, but will not urinate with raised leg until 11 months if male or eighteen months if female. Yearlings have 80–90% of adult body mass. Full adult appearance is attained at 2 years. Both sexes become sexually mature during their second year. Only about 60% of females breed successfully each year (Siller-Uribe, 1994).

**ECOLOGY.** Ethiopian wolves live in packs, a discrete and cohesive social unit that communally shares and defends an exclusive territory. Pack members forage and feed alone on small prey, contradicting the general trend in carnivores for grouping and cooperative hunting (Gittens, 1989). In the Bale Mountains Canis simensis is most active during the day feeding almost exclusively upon diurnal small mammals of the high altitude Afro-alpine grassland community, such as the endemic giant mole rat Tachyoryctes macrocephalus (300–900 g), and other endemic species such as grass rats Arvicanthis blicki, Lopharomys melanotus, and Stark’s hare Lepus starkeri (Gottelli and Siller-Uribe, 1990, 1992; Morris and Malcolm, 1977; Yalden, 1988; Yalden and Lagren, 1992). Murid rodents accounted for 95.8% of all prey occurrences in 689 feces, with 66.6% belonging to the first three species listed above (Siller-Uribe, in press). Other prey species include Otomys typus, Lopharomys melanotus, and occasionally upon Arvicanthis abyssinicus (Muller, 1977). Undigested leaves of Carex monostachya were found in 4.5% of the feces, probably ingested to assist digestion or control of parasites.

Digging prey out is common and is the most favored technique to catch giant molerats, with the effort expended varying from a few scratches at a rat hole to the total destruction of a set of burrows leaving mounds of earth one meter high (Morris and Malcolm, 1977). Sometimes digging served to reach a nest of grass-rats. Kills often are cached and later retrieved (in litt.). Although the Ethiopian wolf is a pre-eminent rodent hunter it is also a facultative, cooperative hunter. Occasionally small packs have been seen chasing young antelopes, lambs, and calves and making a kill. Wolves may carrion or feed on carcasses; in fact a sheep carcass is the most successful bait for trapping. The local name “Jedalath jarda” — the horse’s jackal — refers to the habit of following flocks and eggs about to deliver and eating the afterbirth. In areas of grazing in Bale wolves were often seen foraging among herds of cattle, a tactic that may aid in ambushing rodents out of their holes, by using the herd as a mobile hide (in litt.).

Annual home ranges of eight packs monitored for 4 years averaged 6.0 km$^2$, with some overlap in home ranges. Home ranges in an area of lower prey biomass averaged 13.4 km$^2$ (n = 4) (Gottelli and Siller-Uribe, 1990). Overlap and aggression between packs were highest during the mating season. Density of wolves in Bale is correlated positively with density of rodent prey and negatively with vegetation height, with the highest concentrations of wolves found in short Afro-alpine herbaceous communities (1 adult /km$^2$), lower densities in Helichrysum dwarf-scrub (0.2 /km$^2$), and in ericaceous heathlands and barren peaks (0.1 /km$^2$). Wolves also are present at low density in montane grasslands at lower elevations. Dispersal movements are tightly constrained by the scarcity of suitable habitat. Males do not disperse and are recruited into multi-male philopatric packs; some females disperse at two years of age and become “floaters”, occupying narrow ranges between pack territories until a breeding vacancy becomes available. Dead breeding females typically are replaced by a resident daughter. Pack adult sex ratio is biased toward males 1.8:1 (n = 50).

The most widespread disease to affect C. simensis is rabies, likely the main cause of mortality in Bale and probably elsewhere (Gottelli and Siller-Uribe, 1992; Tyler, 1975). Cyclic mortality of wild canids and domestic dogs has been reported for Bale (Gottelli and Siller-Uribe, 1990; Hillman, 1986; Melbasion et al., 1992). Two of 15 serum samples of C. simensis from Bale tested for rabies antibody (Melbasion et al., 1992). Population decline related to disease has been observed in two study populations in Bale in 1990 and 1992, with losses of up to 75% (n = 34 and n = 48; Gottelli and Siller-Uribe, 1992). Rabies virus was isolated from two carcasses retrieved in 1992 (A. King, pers. comm.).

The species is less common and widely distributed now than in the past (Yalden et al., 1980). The main causes of this decline are loss of habitat to agriculture and grazing, disease, hybridization with domestic dogs, and human persecution (Emmrich, 1985; Gottelli and Siller-Uribe, 1992; Gottelli et al., 1994; Melbasion et al., 1992; Morris and Malcolm, 1977; Yalden et al., 1980).

The highlands of Ethiopia are among the most densely populated agricultural areas within Africa. Habitat destruction and soil degradation have steadily reduced the large alpine ecosystems, which increasingly resemble islands. Extensive overgrazing by livestock probably depresses rodent populations significantly. Some populations of Ethiopian wolves have been exterminated due to their reputation as predators of sheep and goats. Local people in Simien regard them as a menace to sheep, and report that they would come near the pens at night (Brown, 1964a; Emmrich, 1985). However, no trace of wolves or domestic stock were found in feces collected from Simien (Brown, 1964a; Nicol, 1971).

Until recently, Ethiopian wolves were un molested by humans in Bale (Brown, 1964a; Morris and Malcolm, 1977) and did not appear to be regarded as a threat to sheep and goats, which are unprotected during the day (Gottelli and Siller-Uribe, 1990). Brown (1966) and Morris and Malcolm (1977) found no evidence of livestock remains in feces collected in Bale. Only two instances of predation upon lambs were recorded during 1,800 hours
of observation (Sillero-Zubiri and Gottelli, in press). Losses to wolves were dismissed by herders as unimportant when compared to damage by spotted hyenas. This perception, recently, however, increased due to a sudden availability of weapons (Gottelli and Sillero-Zubiri, 1992), and wolves are increasingly being shot. In the past, sport hunters occasionally killed Ethiopian wolves, but the species is now protected by national law. Most of the range of the two largest populations, i.e., Bale and Simien, is protected within National Parks. There is no exploitation for furs or other purposes, although a report from Simien suggested the wolf's liver is used as a medicament (Staeli, 1975). There are no animals in captivity.

The main methods of studying Ethiopian wolves have been direct observation from vantage points of known animals, trapping, and radio-tagging. Wolves were trapped using Victor leg-hold traps (Soft-catch® No. 1 1/4 and No. 3, Woodstream Corporation, Lititz, Pennsylvania, USA), immobilized with 3–4 mg/kg of Telazol (50 mg/ml), and individually marked with plastic ear tags (Rototag, Henley, U.K.). Radiotrackers were predominantly used to locate the wolves for direct observations.

**BEHAVIOR.** Packs of 3–13 adults (mean, 6) congregate for social greetings and border patrols at dawn, noon and evenings, and to rest together at night, but break up to forage individually in the morning and early afternoon. Peaks of foraging activity suggest that wolves synchronize their activity with that of rodents above the ground. There is little nocturnal activity, with wolves seldom moving far from their evening resting sites. They may become more crepuscular and nocturnal when human interference is severe (e.g., Sinmen—Brown, 1964b; Sunkarro and Kaka, in litt.).

*Canis simensis* do not use dens to rest at night, and during the breeding season only young and nursing females use the den. Wolves sleep in the open, alone or in groups, curled up, with nose beneath the tail. Several animals may sleep close together. During the cold nights in the dry season a "bed" is carefully prepared from a pile of vegetation debris, the product of giant molerat activity (Yalden, 1985). During the day they take frequent naps, usually resting on their sides. Occasionally, they seek shelter from the rain under overhanging rocks and behind boulders.

Pregonulatory behavior by the dominant female includes an increase in the scent marking rate, play soliciting, food begging towards the dominant male, and agonistic behavior towards subordinate females. The receptive period is synchronized in sympatric females to less than two weeks. Courtship may take place between adult members of a pack or with members of neighboring packs. After a short courtship, which primarily involves the dominant male permanently accompanying the female, wolves copulate over a period of 3–5 days. Copulation involves a tie lasting up to 15 min. Other males may stand by a tied pair with no signs of aggression. Male presence is required with the female during copulation, but the pack's dominant male, by either defensive snarls or moving away; she is receptive to any visiting male from neighboring packs. Up to 70% of matings (n = 30) involved males from outside the pack (Sillero-Zubiri and Gottelli, 1994).

During the breeding season social gatherings are more common and take place next to the den. Intense, energetic, and noisy greetings that occur primarily when groups form or before tandem-marking patrols seem to be an important component in keeping cohesion and friendly relations within the pack. Other common interactions are food sharing, allogrooming, nuzzling, and playing, which involves chasing, ambushing, and mock fighting. Strong affiliative ties are developed between siblings during the first months of their life. Vicious play-fighting during the first weeks outside the den may determine the establishment of rank between siblings. Hierarchies among pack members are well established with frequent displays of dominance and subordination as seen in other canids (Fox, 1971). A dominance rank develops among adults of each gender; shifts in rank may occasionally take place in males but not among females (Sillero-Zubiri and Gottelli, 1994).

**GENETICS.** In western areas of Bale some wolves had light coats, heavily built bodies, and kinky tails (Sillero-Zubiri and Gottelli, 1991b; Gottelli et al., 1994). One melanistic female was heavier than any other female captured, did not belong to any pack, and gave birth outside the breeding season; she twice lost her offspring after birth. These morphological alterations were apparent only where Ethiopian wolves were sympatric with domestic dogs and it was suggested that they were the product of hybridization with dogs (Sillero-Zubiri and Gottelli, 1991b). Gottelli et al. (1994), using analysis of mitochondrial DNA restriction fragments and microsatellite alleles, concluded that crossbreeding attempts with domestic dogs are not frequent, but do occur. On the contrary, hybridization with domestic dogs is frequent, and was due only to crosses between female Ethiopian wolves and male domestic dogs. Elsewhere the dynamics of a dwindling population of Ethiopian wolves in Simien may be affected by introgression; one male was often seen associated with golden jackals, and even attempting to mate (Nicol, 1971). Two contiguous populations in Bale were not differentiated genetically, and microsatellite and mitochondrial DNA variability in both was small relative to other canid species, suggesting small population sizes may have characterized the recent evolution of *C. simensis* (Gottelli et al., 1994).

**REMARKS.** *Canis simensis* is sometimes called the Simien or Simean fox (e.g., Allen, 1939; Morris and Malcolm, 1977), but is not closely related to the *Vulpes* group (Clutton-Brock et al., 1976). Gersovitz (1853), Gray (1868) and Rothschild (1901) preferred to call it the Abyssinian wolf. It is known throughout Ethiopia by its Anharic name, "xy kebera," which translates as red jackal (Sillero-Zubiri and Gottelli, 1991a). In southeastern Ethiopia it is also known by its Oromo name of "jedali farada"—the horse's jackal—which describes the habit of foraging under livestock. Other vernacular names include Simien jackal, simian jackal, red fox and Ethiopian jackal (Clutton-Brock et al., 1976; Sheldon, 1992).

Clutton-Brock et al. (1976) noted that *C. simensis* is the most distinct species in the genus *Canis*, but suggested close affinity with *C. aureus* and *C. adustus* and the Ethiopian wolf was most likely a distinct species. The Sudanese wolf was closely related to *C. simensis* and showed marked affinity with South American canids, and suggested that *C. simensis* was more primitive than *C. adustus*, existing as a distinct form when the genus *Canis* was still undergoing speciation at end of the Oli-
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gocene (van den Brink, 1973). Gray (1868) placed C. simensis in a separate genus Simenica, a classification followed by Allen (1939). Separate generic status was not supported by Cottrell-Brock et al. (1976) due to the close similarity of cranial and dental characters with C. adusta. A recent phylogenetic analysis of 2,001 pairs of mitochondrial DNA sequence suggested that C. simensis is a distinct species, more closely related to the gray wolf (C. lupus) and the coyote (C. latrans) than to any African canid (Gottelli et al., 1994). Canis simensis may be an evolutionary relict of a gray wolf-like ancestor past invasion of northern Africa from Eurasia (Gottelli et al., 1994), where fossils of wolf-like canids are known from the late Pleistocene (Kurten, 1968).

De Beaux (1929) considered populations from opposite sides of the Rift Valley to be taxonomically distinct, describing the southern subspecies C. s. citerinii based on the bright red coloration of some specimens. Yalden et al. (1980) considered this character unreliable for a taxonomic distinction but accepted de Beaux’s classification on the basis of skull structure, with the nasal bones from wolves southeast of the Rift consistently longer than those from the typical race northwest of the Rift.
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